The theorem of Sard asserts that if a mapping F from a region in R m to R p is smooth enough, then the set of critical values of F has measure zero in R p . The purpose of this paper is to give a constructive proof of this theorem. By a constructive proof is meant one which has numerical content, as explained in E. Bishop's Foundations of Constructive Analysis. In particular, it is shown that in every open ball in R p one can compute a point which is not a critical value of F.
) and Φ k>x (M f , M g ) are moduli of A -smoothness for f + g and fg respectively on U. If further \g\ ;> β, then Φ kfί (M f , M g ) is a modulus of ά-smoothness for f/g on U.
(ii) Suppose / and g are respectively 
to R p , then a positive real number M is said to be a modulus of ksmoothness of F if it is at the same time moduli of £>smoothness of each of F\ •••, F p . The partial derivative dF^dxj will be written F).
1.2.
If m, p are natural numbers, t -min (m, p), and if (αj) is a p x m matrix, then D((a))) will denote max{|detS|: S is a έ x ί submatrix of (a))} .
Suppose F is a C 1 function from a compact subset £7 of R m to i^. Then J F will denote the function defined on U by J F (aj) = D ((Fj(x)) Proof. In case p = 1 we can take v f = β/2 and n' = 0. For byassumption J F ^ IF} I ^> β>v r on U and so our set {F(x): x e K, J F (x) ^ v'} is void. Thus we can assume p ^ 2. Without loss of generality we can also assume M > 1 and β < 1/2.
(i) Choose a natural number q and then a positive real number ε' for which the following inequalities hold:
Since 2.1 is proved for m -1, there exist a natural number
) having the properties as described in 2.1. Let ε" be a positive real number and d a natural number such that d~ι < (P -ly'M-'ε" ,
where ω was defined in 1.2. Since dε" > 1 and Mβ~ιd > 1 2 1 > 1, we can find natural numbers p and D such that 
(y), y) .
Let t = min (m -1, p -1) and let S be any ί x ί submatrix of
The second equality was obtained by an identity in the theory of determinants. Since S was arbitrary we see Combining, we see
are cubes of edges d~\ which together contain the set Proof, (i) Choose a natural number q and then a positive real number ε' such that the following inequalities hold:
Since we assume 2.1 is proved for m -1, there exist a natural number n 0 = n(m -1, p, q~\ Φ k {M, Ψ W (M)), ε') and a positive real number v 0 = v{m -1, p, q~ι, Φ k ,(M, Ψ k ,(M) ), ε') with properties as described in 2.1. Let Q be a positive real number so small that whenever the entries of a p x (m -1) matrix A are bounded in absolute value by Q then D(A) <^ v 0 . Let and let v" be a positive real number so small that x/'(l + Mβ-γ < Q , and v" < βJ/S .
We shall show that n" and v" have the desired properties.
(ii) Therefore suppose <(ra, ^ 
Consequently, by definition of Q, we have
Thus, by (iii), there is an a in {1, •• ,w 0 } such that G\y) e.ξ i>a . Let £<, α be the cube with the same center as f t , α , and with edges 3ε", the edges being parallel to the corresponding ones of ζ i>a . Then, since
\\F(x) -G\y)\\= \\F(x\ y) -F(g\y), y)\\
g v"β~ιMp Without loss of generality we may take δ h < δ h+1 . Finally, it is obvious that we can find a natural number n with the following properties:
If we have (g^ + l) m cubes in R p of equal edges and of total volume not exceeding ε', and if for each natural number h with 0 <* h < λ we are given \q h + ϊ) m n h cubes in R p of equal edges and of total volume not exceeding ε', then we can find n cubes in R p of equal edges and of total volume not exceeding 2 p+1 (λ + l)ε', which <cover all the given cubes.
Take such an n. We shall show n and v -δ 0 have the desired properties.
( has absolute value at x greater than 2~1<5 Λ+1 } , and let C o -{xe K: some first partial derivative of F has absolute value at x greater than 2~" is contained in a union of (q λ + l) m cubes of equal edges of total volume not exceeding s', and of (q h + l) m n h cubes of equal edges of total volume not exceeding ε'(0 ^ h < λ). Therefore, by definition of n, the set {F(x): xe K, J F (x) ^ v} is contained in a union of n cubes in R p , whose edges are equal and whose total volume does not exceed 2 p+1 (λ + l)ε' which is less than ε.
In 2.1 the mapping is assumed to be 2 + 2~1(m -p)(m -p + 1) times continuously differentiate. The classical theorem ([4] , [5] ) assumes it is only m -p + 1 times continuously differentiate if m ^ p (while, of course, no differentiability is needed if m < p). The author has not been able to obtain a constructive proof without assuming higher differentiability than m -p + 1.
